In either case, a through-thickness "hole" will be formed in the barrel's side and a reduction in firing pressure should result. Finally, debris deposited within the barrel can greatly assist the fracture process, especially at lower operating pressures.
Overall, a single deep and long interior crack appears the most effective way to fracture a cannon barrel. Unless clustered very closely together, multiple "shallow" cracks require higher pressures to fracture than does a single deep crack. Flaws introduced on the barrel's exterior are less efficient since no crack-face pressures exist and the overall stresses on the barrels' exterior are much lower than on its interior. Thus, very very deep exterior cracks would be required to fail the barrel from internal pressure.
Summary of Fracture Analyses

2-D Analyses
Several 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional fracture analyses of a typical, but damaged, Finally, an analysis of an actual, shape charge induced, crack front was modeled. Figure I shows liKll/Krc (where llKll is the magnitude of K) as a function of station number when the interior gas pressure is 310 MPa. The figure also indicates the crack depth, normal However, the curved crack front alters the local direction of crack advancement. This forces the crack growth to occur in both the axial and radial directions and thus, in this case, reduces the locd driving force as measured by IlKll. Nonetheless, radial crack growth at moderate pressures appears favorable. Whether or not axial crack growth will accompany the radial growth depends upon the deformed crack front geometry and whether the crack faces remain pressurized.
Experiments on actual 120 and 155 mrn barrels by Underwoodl showed that for defects similar to the one just analyzed appreciable axial crack growth accompanied the through thickness fracture event. In his experiments in which the gun barrel was hydraulically pressurized: crack lengths increased axially by as much as a factor of seven.
Effect of Debris
The consequence of debris ''jamming'' the artillery shell inside the gun barrel was ex- Crack depth normal to the surface at each station is also shown.
